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Nordaq

Alternative meats may be the future but currently, they often lack 
�avour or are overly processed. KARANA hit on the idea of using 
sustainably-grown jackfruit. Though one of the highest-yielding fruits, 
around 70% of Jackfruits is normally wasted.  So why not use this 
excess to create a whole-plant meat alternative? The product is both 
tasty, and good for farmers and diners. To gain greater acceptance for 
its Jackfruit meat, KARANA engages with leading chefs and food 
brands, and holds regular workshops. 

From carbon-intensive production and transport to waste management 
issues, bottled water (both glass and plastic) has high environmental 
costs. Nordaq eliminates all these by allowing F&B providers to create 
and bottle their own premium water on site. The taste and purity are 
excellent. Plus restaurants are freed from having to continually order 
and store new supplies. In 2020 and 2021 alone, Nordaq in Hong Kong 
eliminated the need for nearly two million single-use bottles. 
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Zero Impact

Zero Impact produces a range of organic detergents and cleaning 
agents. Hong Kong’s new M+ museum recently came to Zero Impact 
with a problem. The building’s wooden �oors were 
being stained by droplets of hand-sanitiser falling from the hands of 
visitors. One of the city’s luxury hotels was also having the same 
challenge. After studying the white stains with the museum’s 
housekeeping managers, Zero Impact recommended two of its 
detergents in combination. More research revealed that one of its mild 
kitchen degreasers alone could remove the stains without damaging 
the �oors. Problem solved in an eco-friendly way.
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